Capability Enhancement and Development Schemes
SIBM Bengaluru has been offering the following capability enhancement schemes to the
students. These schemes aim at helping the students to develop their personality and enable
them to enhance their employability
1. Awareness of Trends in Technology
2. Soft skill Development
1. AWARENESS OF TRENDS IN TECHNOLOGY
•
•
•

Incorporation of technology related panels/speeches by industry experts in Alchemy The management conclave at SIBM Bengaluru
Guest lectures
Provision of access to Bloomberg which is financial database

2015-16
Alchemy – The Management Conclave
Alchemy, the Management Conclave, is the Conference and Events Committee’s flagship
event. It is a conclave where seasoned minds from the corporate world share their insights
with the students and was held on 11th and 12th of September 2015.
The theme for 2015 – Miles To Go… - was aimed at helping students understand from
experienced minds in the industry how to prepare for their future based on lessons from the
past; to help students in carving out their future paths and give them an inside look to the
corporate world.

Technology Related Guest Sessions

2016-17
Alchemy – The Management Conclave
SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day
management conclave that provides a quality platform for eminent speakers to share industry
insights with students. This year’s theme for Alchemy was "Quo Vadis India?”. The event
was held on 25th and 26th November 2016.

Technology Related Guest Sessions

Access to Bloomberg Terminal
The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data
vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other
industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and
analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform.
Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during
the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get
placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An
assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from
recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst,
equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market.
Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide
them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data.
In order to achieve this objective SIBM Bengaluru entered into a contract with Bloomberg
during the academic year 2016-17 to purchase one Bloomberg terminal. During the
academic year 2017-18,7 more terminal were added Students could use these terminals for
preparing for their SIP or final placement.

Bloomberg Champions Program (BCP)
The Bloomberg Champions program module (BCP) is an annual offsite internship program
that inducts nominated students from each institution. Over the course of the year, these
students are trained to master terminal functionality to help their institution make the fullest

of their relationship with Bloomberg.
Bloomberg Market Concepts(BMC)
Bloomberg also had a module called Bloomberg Market Concepts(BMC). Bloomberg Market
Concepts (BMC) is a 8-hour, self-paced e-learning course that provides an interactive
introduction to the financial markets. BMC consists of 4 modules - Economics, Currencies,
Fixed Income and Equities - woven together from Bloomberg data, news, analytics and
television. The course is available online through the Bloomberg Institute website.
Benefits of BMC Course
• Supplement theoretical learnings with practical knowledge of the markets
•
•

Discover the Inner Workings of the Markets
BMC course completion certificates helps in resume enhancement for both SIP and
Final placements.

2017-18
Alchemy – The Management Conclave
SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day
management conclave on 8th and 9th September 2017 which provided a quality platform for
eminent speakers to share industry insights with students. This year’s theme for Alchemy was
"Vivartanam Bharate".
In order to adapt to change, one needs to be aware of the change. In this era of information
dominance, it is becoming important that we keep track of changes around us and their
consequences at both macro and micro level.
In the midst of the rapid changes brought about by revolution in information technology and
the growing globalization, enormous economical as well as technological transformation is
occurring in all spheres. The last two years have seen remarkable changes in India's
development paradigm. With demonetization and GST being implemented, a majority of
industries have undergone reforms. Significant progress has been observed in the technology
sector, albeit at the same time, Indians are still in the process of accepting these changes.
Vivartanam Bharate, aims at understanding the implications of these changes and embracing
them with open arms. Vivartanam means “Transformation”. How these changes are going to
significantly impact the various ongoing developments in the country and to what extent, is the
topic of concern

Technology Related Guest Sessions

Access to Bloomberg Terminal
The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data
vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other
industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and
analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform.
Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during
the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get

placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An
assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from
recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst,
equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market.
Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide
them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data.

2018-19
Alchemy – The Management Conclave
SIBM Bengaluru successfully held its Annual Management Conclave, Alchemy – two day
management conclave based on the theme “Redefining India”,where students get to witness
comprehensive panel discussions and speeches from enlightened and experienced corporate
minds.
There have been profound shifts in Indian businesses and these shifts have not only impacted
the 1.3 billion people of India, but the rest of the world as well. The government policies,
foreign relations, technology, and analytics have helped in creating a sustainable competitive
advantage for Indian companies. India is now one of the fastest growing economies in the
world where technological innovations, a boom in big data, analytics and the strife for a
sustainable future play a prominent role in driving it forward. Redefining India aims at
addressing these changes and embraces them with open arms in order to thrive in these
changing times.

Technology Related Guest Sessions

Access to Bloomberg Terminal
The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data
vendor Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other
industries to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and
analyse real-time financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform.
Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during
the hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get
placed in good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An
assessment of the roles offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from
recruiters revealed that the demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst,
equity analyst, transformation analyst and research analyst was very high in the market.

Therefore, it was imperative to provide access real time financial data to students to provide
them hands on experience to students to analyse high frequency data.
2019-20
Alchemy – The Management Conclave
Alchemy is the Annual Management Conclave hosted by Symbiosis Institute of Business
Management, Bengaluru where seasoned minds from the corporate world share their
experiences and insights with the students.The theme for Alchemy 2019 is India : From
Vicious to Virtuous CycleWhen India gained the status of an independent nation 72 years
ago, the country found itself as a technology infant immersed in poverty. Time and again,
it has been challenged with numerous difficult situations, be it the political emergency of
1975-1977, the 1991 balance of payment crisis, or the global recession of 2008. The journey
of India evolving from an impoverished third world country to an emerging global
superpower has not been a smooth one. Even today, as the country stands on the brink of
entering a new revolutionary era, issues like widespread poverty, inadequate infrastructure,
slow rate of capital formation and job creation for a population of 1.3 billion people are still
holding back what otherwise is, one of the fastest growing economies of the world.
Unless India frees itself from this vicious cycle it is in, emerging victorious in the upcoming
era will be difficult. This raises the following questions: How should it manage its economy
in a global environment of unstable and turbulent economies? How will it facilitate
organizations to cross the chasm from being just businesses to harnessing the true potential
of an innovative corporate structure, strong governance and varied culture? How should it
leverage technology to reach and maintain an advantageous position over other countries?
Very aptly the theme of Alchemy 2019 is India : From Vicious to Virtuous Cycle.

Technology Related Guest Sessions

2. SOFT SKILL
BENGALURU

DEVELOPMENT

-TOASTMASTERS

CLUB

SIBM

2018-19
The Toastmasters club operating at SIBM Bengaluru helps in soft skill development of
the students. Toastmasters International is a world leader in communication and
leadership development. The club was envisioned as a platform to provide students an
opportunity to hone their public speaking skills and connect with corporates to share
views, ideas and experiences. The Club meets once every week where members bring

out the orators in them. Each meeting revolves around a chosen theme. Members
regularly visit corporate & academic clubs in Bengaluru such as IIM Bangalore, Infosys,
Wipro, Siemens etc. to participate in their meetings and network with academicians &
corporates. This provides members with a diverse & well-rounded experience preparing
them for corporate life ahead.

Toastmasters Meetings

Toastmaster Club Major Achievements during 2018-19
o Malhar Joshi, Winner of Impromptu speaking contest at Toastmasters Division
meet, TCS Think Campus
o Malhar Joshi, Second place in Toastmasters Area Level Impromptu speaking
competition, Alliance University
o Malhar Joshi, Winner of Toastmasters Club Level Speaking contest, CGI
Toastmasters Club
o Ronak Wani was selected as the Associate Area Director for Area I1 which
comprises of the following clubs: Wipro Beats, Yokogawa India Toastmasters
Club, Jinsei Dojo Toastmasters Club, Toastmasters of HP, Velankani
Toastmasters Club and SIBM Bengaluru Toastmasters Club
o Ronak Wani, Competent leader educational award
o Ankita Saklani, 2nd Runner up in International Speech Competition, Division
I, District 92
o Ankita Saklani, 1st Runner up in International Speech Competition, Area I1,
District 92
o Aaliya Shaikh, 2nd Runner up in Humorous Speech Contest, Emparch 2019
o Aaliya Shaikh, Farzad Patel, Sukanya Sengupta, 1st Runner up in Improv
Contest, Emparch 2019

2019-20

Toastmaster Club Major Achievements during 2019-20
•

Aditya Lal Pandey, Kshitij Anand, Apoorv Verma won the final round of Tall Tales
competition under EMPARCH 2019, a competition which includes three different
segments (Presentation Mastery, Tall Tales and Humorous Speech) and teams from
different states in South India take part in it. The team from SIBM Bengaluru stood

•
•

•

•

•

first out of the 10 teams from different divisions that participated in the event.
Ankita Saklani won the Triple Crown award, an award given to a toastmaster for
completing 3 levels in Pathways.
Ankita Saklani completed her pathway of Dynamic Leadership, by finishing all the
levels with each level having 3-4 speeches depending on the objective of respective
speech.

Seven out eleven of our club officers attended TLI (Toastmasters Leadership
Institute), where executive committee members are trained on their respective roles
and given an insight about the Toastmasters. It was held on 19th January in
Bengaluru, which was the highest attendance in the area i1.
The club won the ‘Fast Five Award’ for getting five DCP (Distinguished Club
Programme) points before December 2019. These are points given for persistent
efforts by people in actively giving their speeches and attending meetings in various
clubs.
Ten people have completed their level 1 and four have completed level 2 of their
respective pathways.

Academic Year 2020-21
SIBM Bengaluru has been offering the following capability enhancement schemes to the
students. These schemes aim at helping the students to develop their personality and enable them
to enhance their employability.
1. Awareness of Trends in Technology
2. Soft skill Development
1. Awareness of Trends in Technology

At SIBM Bengaluru awareness about technology has been created among the students
through;
•
•
•
•

Technology related Guest lectures
Provision of access to Bloomberg which is financial database
Incorporation of technology related panels/speeches by industry experts in Alchemy The management conclave at SIBM Bengaluru
Technology based events organised

1. List of technology related Guest Lectures
Guest Speaker
Anish Raj
Karthik Venkat

Sambit Ganguly
Nisha Lulia
Dev Saraogi
Anand Yati

Designation
Talent Acquisition
Manager
Global Business
Manager, Google
Customer Sales
Senior Manager
Business Development
Manager - Sales
Director, Finance
Analytics
Technical Solutions
Consultant

Organisation Topic
Lowes
Latest trends in HR
Analytics
Google
Debunking Google's
online challenges
Cisco
Gramener
Lowe's
Google

General Awareness
Workshop on Data
Story Telling
Business Awareness
Session - Lowe's
Journey from SIBM
B to Google

2. Report on using Bloomberg for Capability Enhancement
The Bloomberg Terminal is a computer software system provided by the financial data vendor
Bloomberg L.P. that enables professionals in the financial service sector and other industries
to access Bloomberg Professional Services through which users can monitor and analyse realtime financial market data and place trades on the electronic trading platform.
Ability to carry out data driven decision making is a key skill sought by recruiters during the
hiring process. This skill especially helps students from Finance specialisation to get placed in
good companies for their Summer Internships and Final placements. An assessment of the roles
offered to students in the previous years and the requirements from recruiters revealed that the

demand for profiles like credit analyst, global financial analyst, equity analyst, transformation
analyst and research analyst was very high in the market. Therefore, it was imperative to
provide access real time financial data to students to provide them hands on experience to
students to analyse high frequency data.
In order to achieve this objective SIBM Bengaluru entered into a contract with Bloomberg
during the academic year 2016-17 to purchase one Bloomberg terminal. 8 Bloomberg terminals
were available to the students during the academic year 2019-20. Students could use these
terminals for preparing for their SIP or final placement.
Bloomberg Champions Program (BCP)
The Bloomberg Champions program module (BCP) is an annual offsite internship program
that inducts nominated students from each institution. Over the course of the year, these
students are trained to master terminal functionality to help their institution make the fullest of
their relationship with Bloomberg.

Bloomberg Market Concepts (BMC)
Bloomberg also had a module called Bloomberg Market Concepts (BMC). Bloomberg Market
Concepts (BMC) is a 8-hour, self-paced e-learning course that provides an interactive
introduction to the financial markets. BMC consists of 4 modules - Economics, Currencies,
Fixed Income and Equities - woven together from Bloomberg data, news, analytics and
television. The course is available online through the Bloomberg Institute website.
Benefits of BMC Course
• Supplement theoretical learnings with practical knowledge of the markets
• Discover the Inner Workings of the Markets
• BMC course completion certificates helps in resume enhancement for both SIP and
Final placements.

BMC Module Curriculum

After successful completion of the 8 Hrs course, students could get a certificate of completion.
BMC Sample Certificates

Bloomberg Lab Pictures

3. Technology Related Sessions in Alchemy – The Management Conclave
Alchemy 2020-21 had the following panels of which the third panel discussion was based on
the topics of leveraging technology for business transformation.
● Business Transformation and Building Resilient Frameworks
● Economic Dynamics – A Paradigm Shift
● Enterprising Technology: The Vital Spoke of Transformation
Enterprising Technology: The Vital Spoke of Transformation
“Information technology and business are getting inextricably interwoven. I don't think
anyone can talk meaningfully about one without talking about the other.”- Bill Gates
Technology has always been the vital spoke of the wheel, binding the core elements of the
businesses together. The pandemic has induced technology to undergo significant changes,
which further influenced enterprises to adapt and use these emerging technologies to enhance
productivity and reduce production costs.
The pandemic has witnessed innovative applications of technology-harnessing the potential of
automation and robotics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning. Digital transformation
and holistic learning have launched a new era of education where technology has enhanced the
learning environment, empowering the entire community to learn without limits. Similarly, the
healthcare industry has been coming up with path-breaking research and development
solutions. The improved and innovative supply chain and logistics practices as seen in the

vaccination drives have multiplied efficiency by applying technologies such as the internet of
things and block chain solutions. With the increased adoption of digitalization solutions, higher
availability of data has allowed better analytics for improved data-driven decision-making.
While technology is transforming the major industries like travel, hospitality, and transport, we
also have to keep in mind that these industries represent only a portion of the overall economy.
Other industries like real estate firms, particularly housing corporates, show a decrease in
demand due to employees working from home. The question now is how technology will play
a pivotal role in embracing all sections of the economy, while handling the fallout of the
pandemic. Should we accept that certain businesses would significantly fade out just as digital
cameras replaced photographic films? Can technology indeed be the vital spoke holding
together all businesses as we move into a newer tomorrow?
Alchemy Event Schedule

4. Technology Related Events Organized
Exceleration’20
Event Theme and description: Excel is one of the primary skills to have for budding managers
trying to reshape the future. The Academic Program Committee has thereby organised a first
time online excel challenge event for SIBM-Bengaluru. It was a 1-day intra-college event for
the 1st year students, conducted entirely online. The event started with an elimination quiz
round ‘Excellia’, followed by a treasure hunt round ‘ExcelScape’ consisting of 2 parts and in
groups. The final round was ‘Excelnetic’, where the participants in groups were tested on their
analyzing skills and they had to present their workbooks to our Judge for the day. In all the 3
rounds the participants had been tested from the basics to advanced excel skills and analyzing
skills. 8 Teams consisting of 16 participants progressed to become the finalists; the winner
team and runner up team were declared after the final round.
•Date of the Event: 11th October 2020
•Event Schedule: 11th October 2020: 11:00 AM - 7:30 PM - Preliminary Rounds & Finale

Total number of participants/Registrations – 188
List of participants: Participant List

Email communication regarding the Event

Soft Skill Enhancement through Toastmasters Club
SIBM Bengaluru Toastmasters Club Report
Organising Committee Members:

Sr.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Name of the Committee: SIBM BENGALURU TOASTMASTERS CLUB
Faculty In-Charge: Prof.Atish DasGupta
Student Coordinator: Ansh Bhat
Name of the
Contact
Email ID
Student Member
Number
Varsha Sharma
7603037425
varsha.sharma22@sibm.edu.in
Aparna Singh
7509670882
aparna.chauhan22@sibm.edu.in
Chauhan
Nooh Siddiqui
8586002098
mohammadnooh.siddiqui22qf@sibm.edu.in
Aum Badheka
9033108920
aum.badheka22@sibm.edu.in
Urja Shah
9773789186
urja.shah22@sibm.edu.in
Akshaya V.
8754979095
akshaya.v22@sibm.edu.in
Mihir Chauhan
7600944984
mihir.chauhan22qf@sibm.edu.in
Akanksha Garg
9855341999
akanksha.garg22qf@sibm.edu.in
Ansh Bhat
7006137936
ansh.bhat22@sibm.edu.in
ameesha.khandelwal21@sibm.edu.in
Ameesha
8962177934
Khandelwal
praveen.gupta21@sibm.edu.in
Praveen Gupta
8699523318
anjali.shrivastava21@sibm.edu.in
Anjali Shrivastava
7028461590
harsh.goplani21@sibm.edu.in
Harsh Goplani
8140750850
sivasravan.vepakomma21@sibm.edu.in
Siva Sravan
7036561037
Vepakomma
madhav.bhatt21@sibm.edu.in
Madhav Bhatt
8980139732
kartikeya.jauhari21@sibm.edu.in
Kartikeya Jauhari
9910584930
saveen.kaul21@sibm.edu.in
Saveen kaul
9654007968
apoorv.verma21@sibm.edu.in
Apoorv Verma
9670781235
syed.irfan21@sibm.edu.in
Syed Irfan
8686408153
shubham.bisare21@sibm.edu.in
Shubham Bisare
9806012468
Calendar of events

Sr
No
1

Name of
the SubEvents
Joint
meeting

Brief
Description of
the Event
A meeting
with 2 other
TM clubs, IIM
Ranchi TMC
and ISC
Bhopal

Date of
Event

Type of Institute
Event
level/National
/International
07/06/2020 Virtual Institute Level
meeting
on
zoom

Total
number of
Participants
25

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Joint
meeting

A meeting
with TM Club
of NMIMS
Mumbai
Joint
Teamed up
meeting
with IIM
Udaipur to
conduct joint
meeting
Open
It is the event
house
which is open
meeting
to all the
members
irrespective of
whether they
are paid
members of
toastmasters or
not
Story
A contest
telling
where people
contest
were asked to
come up with a
story based on
the line given.
Sisters
A meeting
club
with TAPMI
rendezvous and
meeting
Enterprising
Toastmasters
Clubs
Mile stone 200th meeting
meeting
of SIBM
Bengaluru
TMC which
was open for
all
Regular
Toastmasters
meeting
weekly
meeting
themed ‘What
if social media
is a person’
Regular
Toastmasters
meeting
Weekly
meeting

28/06/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom
05/07/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom

Institute level

17

Institute level

25

08/08/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom

Institute level

115

26/09/2020 Online
to
02/10/2020

Institute level

19

27/09/2020 Virtual
meet on
zoom

District level

30

02/10/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom

Institute level

55

18/10/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom

Institute level

19

12/12/2020 Virtual
meeting
on
zoom

Institute level

11

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

Impromptu Open house
Speech
event of
Contest
impromptu
speaking
Installation Oath taking
Ceremony ceremony of
new office
bearers
Battle of
Open house
thoughts
impromptu
speaking
contest
Regular
A weekly meet
weekly
of
meet
Toastmasters
ISC and
2 International
Tall Tales Toastmasters
events
Joint
A joint meet
meeting
with 2 sister
clubs
Joint
A joint meet
meeting
with 2
corporate clubs

30/01/2021 Virtual
event

Institute level

45

03/02/2021 Virtual
event

Institute level

70

03/02/2021 Virtual
event

Institute level

43

18/02/2021 Virtual
event

Institute level

23

27/02/2021 Virtual
Event

Institute level

35

15/03/2021 Virtual
Event

District Level

29

28/03/2021 Virtual
event

District Level

35

Event Report (Detailed)
EVENT – 1:
Name of the event: Joint meeting
Date of the event: 07/06/2020
Event theme and description: The event theme is ‘Superheroes’ where we got the
opportunity to speak about the sacrifices done by the health workers during the pandemic.
The event had three segments, prepared speeches, impromptu and evaluation.
Event schedule: The event took place for 2 hours on zoom platform from 5PM on 7th June,
2020.
Total number of participants: 25 people attended the meeting and made significant
contributions in conducting the meeting.

Posters and Batch Communication:

EVENT – 2:
Name of the event: Joint meeting with NMIMS Mumbai Toastmasters Club
Date of the event: 28/06/2020
Event theme and description: The event theme is ‘Tranquillity amidst rat race’ where
everyone got the opportunity to speak about how to stay calm during tough times. The event
had three segments, prepared speeches, impromptu and evaluation.

Event schedule: The event took place for 2 hours on zoom platform from 5PM on 28th June,
2020.
Total number of participants: 17 people attended the meeting and made significant
contributions in conducting the meeting.
Posters and Batch Communication:

EVENT – 3:
Name of the event: Joint meeting with IIM Udaipur Toastmasters Club
Date of the event: 05/07/2020
Event theme and description: The event theme is ‘Supernatural is natural’ where everyone
got the opportunity to speak about spooky experiences happened in their lives. It was a fun
fille meeting with people sharing amazing stories of supernatural encounters and their view
on unexplained objects. The event had three segments, prepared speeches, impromptu and
evaluation.
Event schedule: The event took place for 2 hours on zoom platform from 7:30PM on 5th
July, 2020.
Total number of participants: 25 people attended the meeting and made significant
contributions in conducting the meeting.
Posters and Batch Communication:

EVENT-4:
Name of the event: Open house meeting
Date of the event: 08/08/2020
Event theme and description: It is a meeting which is open to all the members of SIBM
Bengaluru. This meeting is conducted to showcase the toastmaster’s platform to the new
batch of SIBM Bengaluru, i.e., Batch 2020-2022. The meeting had a guest session by
Distinguished Toastmaster Deepak Justin followed by three segments, i.e., prepared
speeches, table topics and evaluation. There were audience from various toastmasters clubs
from the electronics city, Bengaluru.
Event schedule: The event took place for around 2 hours 30 minutes on zoom platform from
6:30PM on 8th August, 2020.
Total number of participants: More than 115 people attended the meeting and made
significant contributions in conducting the meeting.
List of Speakers:

Sr.
No.
1.

Name of the Event
Date
Name of the Speaker
Name of the
Designation
Company
Deepak Justin
Deejays
Founder
Toastmasters
Club

Posters and Batch Communication:

Location
Bengaluru

EVENT – 5:
Name of the event: Story telling contest
Date of the event: 26/09/2020
Event theme and description: Initially the students were asked to send a 2 minutes
video on a fictional story line given to them. After which the selected students were
the contestants of the Improv Glitterati Contest, a contest where images were shown to
the contest participants, and a story has to be made related to the images. The event
witnessed a large number of participations from the students in and around the College.
There were 10 people who were shortlisted for this contest after the first round. The 10

contestants for improv glitterati came up with amazing and creative stories by stitching a
story based on the pictures shown to them. The contest was judged by TM Amlan Pahraj
from Siemens Toastmasters Club along with few other anonymous judges.
Event schedule: The event took place online from 26th September, 2020 to 2nd October 2020.
The final round was held on the day of the 200th meeting.
Total number of participants: 19 people participated in the contest.
Posters and Batch Communication:

EVENT – 6:
Name of the event: Milestone 200th meeting (Open house)
Date of the event: 02/10/2020
Event theme and description: Toast Masters Club of SIBM Bengaluru completed its

milestone 200th meeting on 2nd October 2020. This milestone reassured the excellent work
the club has been doing since its inception and a live example of contributions of all the
previous and current club members. The event was an open house session where we
witnessed an Educational session by a guest speaker by Mr. Mazahir Husain, Club Coach
Chair in District 92 and an ex-radio jockey, and winner of evaluation and table topic contest
at Area Level. The meeting started with our Club President applauding the club’s past and
present members for the milestone achievement and welcoming the guest speaker for the
day.
The guest session was themed, keeping in viewpoint the placement season going around in
the campus. The session's topic was,” Who you are tomorrow begins with what you do
today.”
Event schedule: The event took place for around 2 hours 30 minutes on zoom platform on
the above mentioned date.
Total number of participants: More than 55 people attended the meeting and made
significant contributions in conducting the meeting. People also asked many questions
regarding GDPI and the guest speaker answered them with precision.
List of Speakers:

Sr.
No.
1.

Name of the Event
Date
Name of the Speaker
Name of the
Designation
Company
Mazahir Husain
JP Morgan and Business
Chase
Manager

Posters and Batch Communication:

Location
Bengaluru

EVENT – 7:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name of the Event: Sisters Club Rendezvous meeting
Date of Event- 27/09/2020
Event Theme and description-The event witnessed participants from the college outside
the club also. The even was done in collaboration with TAPMI Toastamsters Club and
Enterprising Toastmasters of Palakkad as an initiative from District 121 of Toastmasters
International.
Event Schedule- The event was scheduled to take place for 2 hours on a Zoom meeting
on the above-mentioned date.
Total number of participants – 30 people attended the meeting
Posters and batch communication-

EVENT-8:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name of the Event: Weekly Toastmasters Themed Meeting
Date of Event- 18/10/2020
Event Theme and description-The event witnessed participants and role takers from
various colleges and Toastmasters clubs. It had three different segments, i.e., Prepared
Speeches, Table Topics and Evaluation. Toastmaster of the Varsha came up with a new
idea of changing the zoom background to different social media platform logos.
Event Schedule- The event was scheduled to take place for 2 hours on a Zoom meeting
on the above-mentioned date.
Total number of participants – 17 people attended the meeting
Posters and batch communication-

EVENT -9:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Name of the Event: Impromptu Speech Contest
Date of Event- 30/01/2021
Event Theme and description-The event witnessed participants from the college outside
the club also. The participants were shown some images on screen on which they had to
speak for 2 minutes.
Event Schedule: The event was scheduled to take place for 2 hours on a Zoom meeting
on the above-mentioned date.
Total number of participants – 45 people witnessed the session
Posters and batch communication-

Drive link for the imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1aLYrsG5mqeaP42XiPv4ud8Fet29AEzRR

EVENT-10:
Name of the event- 10th Installation Ceremony of SIBM Bengaluru Toastmasters club
Date of the event- 3 Feb,2021
Event theme and description- The event took place on 3 Feb, with all the distinguished
members from the Toastmaster Fraternity witnessing the occasion. The outgoing Ex-com
passed on the Baton to the incoming Ex-com and pledges were taken in presence of more
than 70 people.

Event Schedule- The event took place over zoom, and was a 2 hour 30 minute event.
Total number of participants- The event witnessed close to 70 participants
Event poster-

Drive link for imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1iLnedMt6U3ooG_aFAMFb5L7o3xyGrzCa

EVENT -11:
Name of the Event: Battle of thoughts
Date of Event- 30/01/2021
Event Theme and description- The event took place after the Installation ceremony. The
participants were tested on their impromptu speaking skills and articulation. The winners
were decided by a set of panelist from the District of our Toastmasters. The event was
conducted by following all the rules and regulations of the Toastmasters fraternity.
Event schedule- The event was scheduled over Zoom call, where participants were kept in
different breakout rooms.
Total number of participants- The event witnessed close to 18 participants.
Event poster/promotion/batch mailer-

Drive link for the imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1AB_GDldYS6FkmwY_seagO6eMFCM8S_11

EVENT-12:
Name of the Event- Regular Meeting
Event theme and description- A regular meeting which was theme on love. The meeting
witnessed participants from people from outside college club also.
Date of the event - 14 Feb-03-2021
Event Scheduling- Event was scheduled over zoom, and the meeting went on for 1 hr 30
minute
Event Posters/Batch Mailer:

Drive link for the imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/15tL0AQgY1hmJl4_fJ3_Q59YQnc_84kCh

EVENT – 13:
Name of the Event- International Speech Contest and Tall Tales Contest
Date of the Event- 27Feb,2021

Event theme and description- The event is conducted every year to choose that one person
from college who would represent the college club in the International speech contest. The
winner of the contest goes to Area, where they compete at the Area level and so on. The
process is similar for Tall Tales as well. The judges for the contest were from the
Toastmasters fraternity and the event went as per the guidelines from Toastmasters
International. The event witnessed 2 participants for the ISC and 4 for Tall Tales. The ISC
was won by Ms. Ishika Moitra and Tall Tales by Akanksha Garg. Both the winners were
given suitable rewards as well.
Event Schedule- The event was conducted for a time span of 2 hours over a Zoom call. The
event was moderated by a dedicated zoom master.

Event poster/batch mailer/Promotions-

Number of people attending the session- The session witnesses close to 50 people attending
the same.
Drive link for the imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1tFd9SdKVf3QE6hkgEBkNtOgCNjvUELD9

EVENT-14:
Name of the event- Joint meet with 2 clubs
Date of the Event- 20th March, 2021
Event theme and description- The event was conduced between 3 clubs, namely
Enterprising Toastmasters Club and Tapmi Toastmasters Club. Both of these clubs are our
sister clubs. The meeting under the right stipulated time, the winners were given the suitable
certificates and recognition.
Number of participants- The event witnessed close to 40 people attending the session

Batch mailer/Promotions-

EVENT-15:
Name of the Event- Joint Meet with 2 Corporate clubs
Date of the Event- 28TH March,2021
Event theme and description- The event was conducted between 3 clubs; other two clubs
were TCS Alpha and TCS Gandhinagar. The meeting was conducted in a Reverse style. The
winners of the meeting were given suitable awards and recognition from the clubs. The event
witnessed more than 40 people attending the session.
Event schedule- The event was scheduled for 2 hours; the meeting was done in the right
fashion and setup with dedicated Zoom Masters who controlled and moderated the meet.
Number of people attending the session- The session was attended by more than 40 people
from all the 3 clubs.

Batch mailer/Promotions-

Drive link for the imageshttps://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1j_xfRGJ2TXFGHzgnHMIDse1dO6I7ekBG

Toastmasters Club Members AY 2020-21

Sr.No

Registration

Name

Present/Absent

1

ID
7826114

Abhijit Thakuria

Present

2

7805296

Abhinav Bansal

Present

3

7805301

Agnihotri Ghosh

Present

4

7805341

Akanksha Garg

Present

5

7278644

Akshaya venkatesh

Present

6

7518279

Ameesha Khandelwal, IP2

Present

7

7826120

Anagha Gangurde

Present

8

7805298

Anannya Chakraborty

Present

9
10

7518264

Anjali Shrivastava, PMl

Present

7805305

Anoushka Viegas

Present

11

7517942

Ansh Bhat, IPI

Present

12

7805309

Anubhav Das

Present

13

7768843

Anwesha Jena

Present

14

7809594

Apama Singh Chauhan

Present

15

7518312

Apoorv Verma, DL2

Present

16

7809601

Ashwini V

Present

17

7826116

Aum Badheka

Present

18

7805338

Ayush Saraf

Present

19

7805299

Balaji K

Present

20

7806472

Chinmay Bawdekar

Present

21

7518217

Harsh Goplani, IP3

Present

22

7787427

Ishika Mridul Moitra, DLS

Present

23

7422352

Joel Keith Pais

Present

24

7873882

Karanam Sai nikhil

Present

25

7518319

Karthikeya Jauhari, VC2

Present

26

7768842

Keerthy Jose

Present

27

7873662

Kishan Shaw

Present

28

7805181

Kushal Pandey

Present

29

7826124

Laxmi Narasimha Reddy

Present

30

7518285

Madhav Bhatt

Present

31

7826125

Mayukh Baruah

Present

32

7805342

Md. Noah Siddiqui, PI 1

Present

33

7518213

Medhavi Rana, DL3

Present

34

7805343

Megha Koul

Present

35

7805340

Mihir Chauhan

Present

36

7806473

Mohammad Rizwan Shaik

Present

37

7809596

Nishat Bunglowala

Present

38

7805294

Prachi Patil, DLI

Present

39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54

6995360
7805336
7805179
7875355
7805334
7875377
7686747
7518223
7518288
7805337
7828244
7805180
7826115
7527736
7805295
7805344

Praveen Gupta, IP2
Priyanshu Patni
Rohan Nisale
Rubini Priya S
Rutwik V Jangam
Sakshi Ramteke
Saveen Kaul
Shubham Bisare, DLI
Siva Sravan Vepakomma, LD5
Sneha Lakra
Sourish Paul Choudhury
Subhajit Gupta
Sumeet Kundu
Syed Irfan, DLI
Urja Shah
Varsha Sharma

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

